FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

OneStream Software Provides Enterprise Quality Financial Consolidation,
Budgeting, Reporting and Forecasting for Evoqua Water Technologies
ROCHESTER, MICHIGAN—September, 2016)— OneStream Software LLC, leader in Corporate Performance
Management (CPM) solutions, announced OneStream XF continues to consistently optimize and provide powerful
financial reporting and eliminate unnecessary technical complexity for the mid to large enterprise.
“OneStream welcomes Evoqua to its growing list of live and successful customers,” says Tom Shea, President of
OneStream Software. “Evoqua diversified from Siemens and required their own robust Corporate Performance
Management solution capable of managing their continued growth and development. Their business units
stretched across North America, Europe and Asia and they greatly needed to standardize management and
external reporting as well as automate their intercompany eliminations and currency translations. OneStream XF
delivered enhanced financial reporting with an ease of use and extensibility unmatched by any other CPM product
on the market. By downloading our XF MarketPlace solutions, Evoqua readily extended the value of their platform
at no added cost. Frankly, there is no substitute for the value of having one application that can deliver multiple
solutions without adding technical complexity.”
“Evoqua implemented OneStream XF for financial consolidation, reporting, budgeting and forecasting,” says
Rahul Nanavati, Director or Financial Systems at Evoqua. “We were able to leverage OneStream’s core budget
and forecast capabilities to perform forecasts at detailed profit center and cost center levels. Management and
external reporting are now standardized with executive dashboards and Guided Reporting as well as our monthly
financial reporting book. Additionally, by automating SAP feeds using OneStream connectors users can now have
visibility and drill back capabilities to detailed transactions within SAP, something we simply could not accomplish
in our previous environment. OneStream XF delivers more detailed reporting and analytics in one unified product
and application.”
OneStream XF, is a single, unified Corporate Performance Management software platform that simplifies
processes to deliver financial consolidation and reporting, planning and operational analytics for complex
organizations. Guided Workflows simultaneously improve the quality and consistency of data while reducing risk
throughout the financial consolidation, reporting and planning processes. OneStream customers enjoy the multiple
benefits of owning a single agile CPM system that is capable of adapting to business changes quickly and easily.
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About Evoqua Water Technologes
Evoqua Water Technologies is a leader in water and wastewater treatment products, systems and services for
industrial and municipal customers. Its comprehensive, cost-effective and reliable treatment systems and services
reduce fresh water demand, ensure uninterrupted quantity and quality of water, and enable regulatory and
environmental compliance. With a wide range of proven product brands and advanced water and wastewater
treatment technologies, mobile and emergency water supply solutions and service contract options, Evoqua helps
cities provide clean water and industrial plants to maintain productivity and profitability. Visit Evoqua at
http://www.evoqua.com/en.
About OneStream Software LLC

OneStream Software is a privately held software company created by the same team that invented the leading
financial solutions of the last decade. We provide a unified Corporate Performance Management (CPM) platform
which enables the enterprise to simplify financial consolidation, reporting, budgeting and forecasting for complex
organizations. Powerful extensibility enables the enterprise to deliver additional analytic solutions without adding
any technical complexity. By delivering multiple solutions in one application, we offer increased capabilities for
financial reporting and analysis while reducing the risk, complexity and total cost of ownership for our customers.
We are driven by our mission statement that every customer must be a reference and success.
For more information, visit OneStream Software http://www.onestreamsoftware.com or on Twitter
@OneStream_Soft.
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